Fiery SeeQuence Suite
Makes Complex Documents Simple

Fiery® SeeQuence Suite is the state-of-the-art in-RIP Fiery option for production environments that achieves business success and higher profits. The Suite automates and simplifies labor intensive document preparation activities with an intuitive user experience that shortens job set-up times.

Modular and Powerful Format
The modular Fiery® option is built on the powerful functionality of Impose and Compose, bringing them together into a single common user interface to address all document preparation needs. Fiery SeeQuence Impose and Fiery SeeQuence Compose can work independently or in a tightly integrated workflow, allowing operators to accurately set up jobs and soft proof. SeeQuence Impose enables error-free lay-out at a sheet level, while SeeQuence Compose performs all document make-ready functions at a page level. In addition, the two can work effortlessly together in the same window, letting users apply Compose and Impose functionality to the same document in any order, increasing customers’ application possibilities two fold!

Flexible Job Preparation
With the Suite, it takes less clicks and switching between two separate applications, saving users precious time. There is also no need to wait for thumbnails any longer. With SeeQuence Suite, operators immediately can apply the imposition settings, while the thumbnails are created in background. In addition, users can drag & drop files from the desktop and selected pages from jobs anywhere on the network or from the Fiery job list.

Maximize Profits with a Money Saving Solution
SeeQuence Suite is a cost effective solution because it eliminates the need for third-party document preparation software. It also adds value to complex documents because it comes with an intuitive user interface that helps operators plow through higher profit jobs faster.

Sequence Impose and SeeQuence Compose work in an integrated user interface.

Operators can preview the job in the Reader View mode before committing to print.
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**Intuitive Solution that Saves Time and Headaches**

SeeQuence Suite’s intuitive user interface decreases waste and errors by letting operators know exactly what to expect when printing a document, and what the output will look like when printed.

It also prepares VDP jobs as easily, saving you precious time and headaches by:

- Previewing content in seconds.
- Showing how imposition and composition settings affect the job interactively, even for different length records.
- Creating a soft proof to show the reader how the finished job will look before printing it, eliminating waste and rework.

**Adapts to any User Environment**

The flexible solution supports popular Fiery job formats such as PDF, PS and VDP. With its modular format, the solution also grows with companies’ current and future requirements for several reasons.

The SeeQuence Suite user interface is tightly integrated with the standard Job Preview accessed from the Fiery Command WorkStation’s Job Center. The Preview window can be scaled up to SeeQuence Suite’s full functionality once the SeeQuence Impose and SeeQuence Compose dongles are activated. In addition, it offers a flexible distributed workflow since the SeeQuence Suite is launched from the Command WorkStation where it can run locally on Fiery or remotely on any client on the network.

The flexible and adaptable Suite provides full cross-platform support to a Mac or PC, so customers can enjoy the same printing experience, regardless of their environment.

In addition, the Suite offers a demo mode where users can experience the full functionality of it, including the ability to print with a watermark, before buying the solution.

**System Requirements**

- Fiery System 6 or higher
- Fiery Command WorkStation v5.0 or higher

**Client Station (Minimum)**

**Mac OS**

- PowerPC® G5 or multicore Intel® processor
- Mac OS X v10.4.9, 10.5 or 10.6
- 1 GB of RAM or more recommended
- 5 GB of available hard-drive space
- 17” monitor, 16-bit color, 1,024 x 768 resolution

**Windows**

- Pentium 4, 1 GHz or faster processor
- Microsoft® Windows® XP or Windows Vista® or Windows® 7
- 1 GB of RAM or more recommended
- 5 GB of available hard-drive space
- 17” monitor, 16-bit color, 1,024 x 768 resolution
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